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Chapter Eight 

Adjectives, Conjunctions and Prepositions 
 

 

Vocabulary 

 
a'D.z:a certain y'L[ Most High 

!'r\x'a other qyiM:[ deep 

!'t.myEa terrible byic][ troubled 

%yir]a fitting dyit][ ready 
ryE[.z small qyiT:[ ancient 

r'Wix white vyiD:q holy 

y:x living ~'Y:q enduring 

ryiS:x lacking b:r great 
b'j good qyix:r distant 

byiC:y certain !:n][:r flourishing 

rryiQ:y difficult ayiG:f great, many 

ryiT:y extraordinary hEl.v calm 
d'r'm rebellious jyiLf mighty 

aEq.n pure ryiPv fair 

!Ay.l,[ Most High @yiQ:T strong 

 

 

 

 

Adjectives  

Aramaic adjectives (Latin adicicĕre  meaning, “to throw to,“ or “to add to what has been said”) 

are formed like the noun and match the noun it modifies in gender, number and state.  

 

1. The Form of the Adjective. 

 

b'j   “good” 

 Masc. Sg. Fem. Sg.  

Absolute b'j h'b'j “good” 

Construct b'j t:b'j “good of” 

Determined a'b'j a'T.b'j “the good” 

 Masc. Pl. Fem. Pl.  

Absolute !yib'j !'b'j “good men/women” 

Construct yib'j t'b'j “good men/women of” 

Determined a'y:b'j a't'b'j “the good men/women” 
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2. The Aramaic Adjectives. 

 

a'D.z:a certain y'L[ Most High 

!'r\x'a other qyiM:[ deep 

!'t.myEa terrible byic][ troubled 

%yir]a fitting dyit][ ready 

ryE[.z small qyiT:[ ancient 

r'Wix white vyiD:q holy 

y:x living ~'Y:q enduring 

ryiS:x lacking b:r great 

b'j good qyix:r distant 

byiC:y certain !:n][:r flourishing 

rryiQ:y difficult ayiG:f great, many 

ryiT:y extraordinary hEl.v calm 

d'r'm rebellious jyiLf mighty 

aEq.n pure ryiPv fair 

!Ay.l,[ Most High @yiQ:T strong 

 

 

 

 

3. The Use of the Adjective  

 

A. Attributive usage. When the adjective follows the noun it modifies it is said to be in the 

attributive position. 

 

b:r %,l,m    a great king 

 

B. Predicative usage. When an adjective appears to modify a noun in the absolute state and 

there is a “to be” verb present, or no verb present, the usage is called predicative and the 

adjective asserts something about the noun (e.g., “the book is good”)
1
.  

 

h'pyiQ:t aEw/h,T h'y'[yib.r Wb.l:m   the fourth kingdom was strong (Dan. 2:40) 

 

 

C. Substantive usage. When the adjective stands alone without the noun, the adjective is 

called substantive and functions as a noun.  

 

!'b.r.b:r liL:m.m ~UpW    and a mouth speaking great things (Dan. 7:8) 

 

 

 

Conjunctions 

                                                 
1
 Miles Van Pelt, p. 65 
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Aramaic conjunctions (Latin coniungĕre meaning, “to join together”) come in two types, 

coordinating conjunctions and subordinating conjunctions.  

 

1. Coordinating conjunctions  

a. Vav conjunction ( .w). The most common coordinating conjunction is .w  “and,” that 

connects words and sentences and is prefixed to words.  

 

Vav used with… 

particle !Eh.w “and if”  (Dan. 2:6)        

verb [:d.nia.w “and I know” (Dan. 2:9)    

proper noun laEYin'd.w “and Daniel” (Dan. 2:16)   

 

As usual, changes occur. Dr. Rosenthal summarizes, “If the following word begins 

with a labial (pmb) or has a murmured vowel in the first syllable, .w becomes W  (ū). 

Followed by .y,  becomes yiw. Followed by a syllable containing an ultra-short vowel, 

the cooresponding full vowel appears after w: %'l]h:w “and (a kind of) taxes,“ At/a,w “and 

come!,” etc.  However, it is a'h'laEw E 6:12, r:n]sW  “and he looked” D 6:23, yihAm'd.qW  D 

7:13.”
2
      

 

b.  @:a. The conjunction @:a  is normally translated, “also.” 

 
  tEd.b:[ a'l h'lWb]x a'K.l:m %'m'd'q @:a.w   

      “and also before you, O king, I have done no harm” (Dan. 6:22; Eng. 6:23) 

  

c. ~:r.B. The conjunction ~:r.B  is normally translated, “except, yet, however, but.”  

 
                    !yiz'r aEl'G a'Y:m.viB H'l/a y:tyia ~:r.B                            

But there is a God in heaven who reveals secrets (Dan. 2:28a) 

 

d. !Eh. The conjunction !Eh is normally translated,  “if, whether.”  

 
                     a'T.diq'y a'rWn !WT:a-aAg.l !Am.r.tit h't][:v-H:B !W.g.sit a'l !Eh.w  

   And if you do not worship, you shall be cast immediately into the midst of the burning 

fiery furnace (Dan. 3:15c) 

  

e. !Eh'l. The conjunction !Eh'l is normally translated, “therefore.”   

 
             yinA]x:h HEr.vipW a'm.l,x !Eh'l        

     Therefore tell me the dream and its interpretation (Dan. 2:6b) 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
2
 Franz Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic (Wiesbaden: Porta5, 1995), p. 41 
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2. Subordinating conjunctions 

a. yiD . The conjunction yiD “that,” introduces subordinate clauses after verbs meaning to 

know, see, or hear. The conjunction yiD  is also used to introduce final clauses (e.g., 

Ezra 5:10), and causal clauses (e.g., Dan. 2:47). 

b. yid.K . The conjunction yid.K  is temporal and is normally translated “when.”  

c. !Eh . The conjunction !Eh  is normally translated, “if.”           

 

Conjunctions 

Coordinating 

@:a also !Eh if, whether 

~:r.B except, yet, however, but !Eh'l therefore 

Subordinating 

yiD that yid.K when 

 

 Prepositions 

Aramaic prepositions (Latin praepōnere meaning “to put before,” or “place before”) come in two 

forms, inseperable and independent. Prepositions may function adjectivally when modifying a 

noun or pronoun (e.g., the man by the river), or adverbially when modifying a verb (e.g., he was 

troubled in the night).   

a. Inseperable. These include: .B, .K, and .l, attached to a word.    

i)   .B :  local and temporal: “in”; instrumental: “through, with.” 

ii)   .K :  “like, as.” 

iii)   .l :  “to, for”; direction: “to”; temporal: “for.”         

b. Independent. The list of independent prepositions are as follows:
3
                

 

Independent Prepositions 

yEr]x;a after !im from, out of 

r;t'B after d:[ until 

!;B between l:[ on, upon, over 

aAG within ~i[ with 

a'l yiD without d;c side 

t'w.l with, at tAx.T underneath 

lEb\q'l facing, opposite ~'d\q before 

t'c.qil at the end of   

 

Practice 
A. Memorize the conjunctions and prepositions. 

B. Memorize and write the form of the adjective b'j  “good.” 

C. Translate Daniel 2:36-43 conjugating all verbs. 

 

 

                                                 
3
 William Holladay, ed., A Concise Hebew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament (Grand Rapids:Eerdmans, 

1988) 


